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News

Affordable Homes –
Plans for the Capital
The Mayor of London,
Sadiq Khan, has stepped
in for the first time since
being elected to take over
two major planning applications in the capital.
His intervention on the applications – one in Haringey and
the other in Harrow – will allow
City Hall experts to help create
more suitable proposals and
secure hundreds of affordable
homes his office claim.

close earlier this month.
The plans are to develop
above the new station entrance
to provide up to 60-70 new
homes, while working with Camden Council to provide improvements to the public realm around
the new proposed entrance.
It is expected that 35 per cent
or more of the homes will be affordable housing, as part of TfL’s
overall target for 50 per cent
affordable housing across its
sites. TfL will seek planning
permission to build above the
proposed new station entrance
from Camden Council next year,
and there will be further opporHale and Wealdstone, including tunity for people to comment
hundreds of genuinely afford- formally as part of the planning
able new homes. However, each application process.
Graeme Craig, Director of Comproposal needs work if they are
mercial Development for TfL said:
to realise that potential.
“I have asked my planning “Many of our stations, like Camden
team to work with both local Town Tube station, are at the heart
authorities to bring forward of London's neighbourhoods. Prorevised proposals that could viding development above and
produce better schemes that will around the station to include up to
protect the Green Belt from de- 70 new homes and commercial
velopment and will deliver much and retail space, will enable us to
support the thriving local area while
needed affordable housing.”
The Mayor will consider both generating vital, non-fare revenue
schemes at representation hear- to reinvest in transport.”
TfL has previously announced that
ings that will be held later in the
it is seeking to build 10,000 new
year.

Rejected
Haringey Council had rejected
an application for up to 505
homes including a 21-storey
tower at Hale Wharf in Tottenham, over concerns that it would
be too tall and would adversely
impact Green Belt land. An application for 186 homes in
Palmerston Road in Wealdstone
was also rejected by Harrow
Council, as the 17-storey development was deemed too high.
Both sites sit within designated
Opportunity Areas and Housing
Zones – areas of land that are
considered appropriate for development. City Hall planners
will now work with the respective
developers to protect the Green
Belt from development at Hale
Wharf but to look to secure as
much affordable housing as Tube Development
possible at both sites.
Transport for London, the organisation that runs the tube netPotential
work, is considering building
The Mayor said: “These devel- new homes above some of its
opments have the potential to stations. The latest to come under
bring real benefits as part of the consideration is Camden Town
wider regeneration of Tottenham which saw a public consultation

homes at 75 sites over 300 acres
across London. As well as working
with traditional larger developers,
additional sites will be developed in
conjunction with small and medium
size enterprises and Community
Land Trusts - helping to diversify the
pool of people and businesses that
benefit from London's growth. i
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News

New Concept for
Newcastle Homes
Newcastle City Council has waved
through plans to build a 26-storey private rented flats tower in the city centre.
The scheme from Stonegate Developments,
will see the £30m landmark building constructed on the site of a derelict warehouse in
Rutherford Street.
The Rutherford Living Building, which was designed by FaulknerBrowns architects, will provide 162 flats with associated landscaping and
highways works.
Private rented schemes, which have taken off
in London and Manchester, are still a relatively
new concept for Newcastle.

Jobs
Up to 150 direct construction jobs and 227 indirect supply chain jobs are expected to be
created during construction.
The site sits within a quarter of the city which
is undergoing significant change, with developments at Science Central, Downing Plaza
and Gallowgate promising to alter the scale of
the area of Newcastle over the next 10-15
years.
There are already 10 proposed or consented
30m-plus tall buildings within a 400m radius of
the Rutherford Street site. i
VINCI Construction UK has
been
appointed
by
Barberry Developments to
deliver phase one of the
Bishop Gate student accommodation
development in Coventry city
centre.
Work is now underway to deliver the £60 million first phase of
the project, which will provide
725 student units in a three-storey
brick and sandstone plinth and
three residential blocks above.
The project will transform the
site of the former Royal Mail sort-

ing office into high quality purpose-built student accommodation with gardens, bicycle
storage, multi-use courtyards
and an impressive frontage on
to Bishop Street and Tower
Street, including retail units
open to the public.
Barberry director Henry
Bellfield said: “It is going to be
a very striking development
and a major improvement to
the Coventry skyline. It is a
high quality scheme that will
help improve the image of the
city.” i
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Scott’s Corner

Seeing the Bigger
Marketing Picture
At Purplex we are often asked
what the best marketing
strategies are to grow a business. Is it advertising or PR? Direct mail or email? Content
marketing or Pay Per Click? Or
the so called ‘marketing mix’?
We see these simply as the
‘tools’ to carry out certain activities. When it comes to marketing,
many companies – and marketing agencies – miss the bigger
picture and can spend a great
deal of time and money on marketing activities that generate very
little return.

Tactical vs Strategy Planning
Some business plans focus on immediate gain (tactical wins). But
without a longer-term plan, this
can be a risky approach – we’ve
all seen companies who enjoyed
spectacular growth and then disastrously fell over. But conversely,
there is no point developing a
‘big picture’ strategic plan that focuses on the long-term, while
cashflow dries up from lack of
short-term sales.
Developing a growth plan
needs to incorporate both longerterm strategy planning (‘where do
we want to be in 3 or 5 years’)
with tactical, short-term activity
operating in tandem with each
other.
External vs Internal
All too often, business growth
plans focus exclusively on external marketing activity. This can be
tactical ‘push marketing’ where
you promote your business directly to potential customers using
a myriad of marketing tools such
8 | Scott’s Corner | The Installer

Andrew Scott, managing
director of business and
marketing consultants
Purplex, discusses taking a
holistic view when it comes to
growing a business
For more information visit
purplexmarketing.com or call
01934 808 132

ated through brand loyalty and
reputation or where trade and
commercial suppliers create
down-stream demand for their
products using, for example,
trade dealer networks, consumer
literature or specification selling.
Customer relationships
External marketing activity is essential in the window and conservatory industry, but what is the
point of investing in external marketing if you can’t keep the customers once you have them?
A key element of growing a successful business is focusing on customer relationships. Tactically,
this is obvious – keep your customers. Yet very few companies
have a comprehensive, documented customer retention strategy that focuses on or monitors
customer service, loyalty, satisfaction and value.
At a strategic level, customer relationships are about growing
revenue from your existing customers. Are you their sole supplier
or do they dual-source? Are they
aware of all the products you
offer, and do they sell them? How
can you increase the average
order value and frequency of purchases?

Choosing the right
marketing partner
Creating a successful, sustainable
growth strategy incorporates all
as advertising, PR, direct market- the elements outlined above. So
ing, telesales, online activity, or working with a marketing partner
who understands your business
events/exhibitions.
Or it could also be more strate- goals and has the experience and
gic activity using ‘pull-through resources to deliver results can
marketing’ where demand is cre- make all the difference. i
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Technical Article
The Master Window and Conservatory
Installers Association Technical/Legal
Column

PVC-U Door,
Composite
Door.
Not the Same Beasts

Don Waterworth BSc
(Hons) FCABE MEWI
Chartered Building
Engineer / Building
Surveyor
Expert Witness
Accredited Mediator
Founder of the MWCIA

PVC-U doors, with their flexibility, are relatively easy to fit
and get a good seal. The composite door is not, writes out
technical author, Don Waterworth

All installers will have installed many PVC-U doors,
these doors of course have a
double rebate and therefore
are very forgiving and it is relatively easy to facilitate a
draught proof/weather proof
seal around the
door.

From an internal position,
However, the fitting of a composite single rebate door is a dif- bring the door to close and work
ferent animal completely. A the closing jamb to a suitable fit
PVC-U door can be fitted slightly with the door leaf. There may
out of level, slightly out of plumb well be a bow in the door leaf
and slightly in twist. This does which can often happen, this
not apply to the composite door. can be taken out when the lockThe composite door must be fit- ing jamb is wedged and fixed.
The ‘penny fit’ that all joiners
ted like an old fashioned
wooden door and frame iff worked to in years gone by can
any level of draught proof- be achieved at this stage and
ing or weatherproofing is to merely refers to an ‘equal gap’
of 1-3mm around the door edge
be achieved.
For those installers who viewed from internal. This can
are not aware of the impor- be achieved through wedging
tant stages of fitting a com- the door frame at the head, cill
posite door (wooden door) or locking jamb.
the typical sequence would
It is only when the door closes
be as follows:
and locks correctly providing full
Once the aperture has draught proofing seal and the
been prepared and cleaned penny fit has been achieved that
insert door frame into aper- the locking jamb should be fixed
ture, wedge the door frame with mechanical fixings.
loosely, level the head and
The head and cill of course can
cill and plumb the hinged remain wedged and in most
jamb of the door frame in cases should not need any meboth planes using a 6ft level chanical fixings. (I have found
or a straight edge.
that mechanical fixings through
Once you are satisfied that heads or cills can often lead to
the hinge jamb is plumb and more trouble than any benefit
true, this jamb can be fixed that may be achieved by this
with mechanical fixings and practice.) i
the appropriate packing's.
The closing jamb and
head and cill are still loose Picture: With thanks to
Residor
but wedged in place.
10 | Technical Article | The Installer
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Doors & Hardware

Hardware – It’s Easy
If You Know How
Concealed and Rim
Mounted Exit Devices
Here’s something that might encourage you to add to your portfolio as a replacement or new
install option. Alpro Hardware
has new CE tested exit devices in
both concealed vertical rod and
rim mounted models.

Panic hardware is a vital and
important product in the design
and installation of exit doors. Designed to allow the safe and
speedy exit of the public and personnel down an escape route in
the event of a major emergency.
Alpro’s versions have been designed to enable the simplest
touch of the touch bar or crash
bar to operate the door and
thereby allow people to escape.
New European standards govern
the manufacture and installation
of this ‘life safety’ equipment. It is
therefore crucial, they are purchase with the requisite standards and quality requirements.
Keith Parry from Alpro says:
“The comprehensive performance specification of the units, enable us to offer a versatile
product at a competitive price.
12 | Doors & Hardware | The Installer

BSI Kitemarked TS007 3*, has
achieved the Master Locksmiths
Association’s Sold Secure Diamond and is Secured by Design.
But it’s more than just a cylinder
lock – Ultion helps installers sell
more doors according to Brisant
CEO Nick Dutton: “Ultion isn’t
just a secure cylinder door lock, it
comes with a free 10 year
£1,000 guarantee against lock
snapping. And homeowners can
upgrade their keys with Keycap
and Keyring too. Where Keycap
makes it easy to identify keys,
We have been asked numerous Keyring brings smart technology
times by our customers for prod- to Ultion so homeowners never
ucts of this kind – and they are a lose their keys again.”
natural fit with the other products
Tracking tech
within the product portfolio.”
Keyring uses TrackR technology
Picture: The Alpro
to link Ultion keys to the TrackR
ALP1000 Series
app on a smartphone via Bluetooth.
Homeowners use the app
Ultion Driving Sales

There's lots of hardware
choices out there. Installers
can take what’s offered
when they buy doors (and
of course windows as well)
or they can specify (or let
their customers specify).
And installers can add a
lucrative arm to their
business as replacement
hardware specialists. We’ve
compiled a selection of
what’s on the market so you
can buy or specify with
confidence

Ultion, the high security cylinder to find their lost keys and make
door lock from Brisant Secure, their keys ring if they still can’t see
has become very popular in the them.
“Ultion sells doors because it
door market at fabricator, i
nstaller and the home owner level. isn’t just a cylinder door lock – it’s
Sales have quadrupled in the last a complete security ecosystem
year as more door suppliers have and that’s why door manufacturswitched to sell Ultion security in ers, installers, and homeowners
love it,” adds Dutton.
their doors as standard.
Ultion’s ‘Lock-Down Mode’
stops burglars gaining entry even Glowing
when the cylinder is put through Two glow-in-the-dark Night Bright
the most aggressive attacks. It is colours have been added to
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Doors & Hardware

Hardware – It’s Easy
If You Know How

Brisant Secure’s Keycap and Keyring range for
Ultion keys. Homeowners can personalise their
Ultion key with Keycap, choosing from one of 10
bright colours so they can easily identify the keys
by door or person.
Picture: Ultion sales drive Brisant growth
boosted by glowing recommendations
Just When Thieves Thought it Was
Safe to Go Into a Mailbox
Thieves who think it is safe to take a dip into a
mailbox to help themselves to mail or commit ID
fraud will get a shock when they encounter the
DAD UK new security mailbox – called Shark
which features a patented set of teeth. Identity
theft is a growing crime, costing the UK economy
£1.7 billion every year and much of it is achieved
by mail theft. Credit rating agency Experion estimates that nearly a third of cases are perpetrated
by theft of mail – often in flats with mailboxes in
open communal areas. Sometimes this is
achieved by literally breaking into the mail box.
Sometimes, more worryingly, the thief simply ‘fishes’ post out through the mail slot. In order to combat fishing, the Shark mailbox prevents thieves 

The Installer| Doors & Hardware |13
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Doors & Hardware

Hardware – It’s
Easy If You
Know How
 from pushing their hands through

the slot without any chance of injuring them. To resist crooks prising open the mailbox door DAD
has designed a distinctive retainer which hold the door in
place from the lock at the top
right to the bottom – often a weak
point in mailboxes of this type. A
high quality EN1303 lock with
30,000 key variations ensures
that the lock remains invulnerable
and secure.

Picture on previous page:
Could you jaw your
customers’ attention to this
mailbox as part of your hardware and security offering?

door set can easily be adapted,
even after installation, by simply
changing the handles and spindles without having to change the
lock or re-route the door sash.”

Joining the Family
Alright Charly
Carl F Groupco has expanded
Charly
its range of door locks with the
Venn
addition of the Excalibur split
has
spindle door lock from Kenrick.
joined
Kenrick and Carl F Groupco
Mila’s
have collaborated for more than
award
a decade. During this time, Kenwinning
rick has supplied several million
marketwindow and door locks to the
ing team
hardware distributor.
to head
John Crittenden, of Carl F
up
its
digital
activity.
She
will
Groupco, explains: “Kenrick developed the Excalibur split spin- use her skills in both online mardle door lock as an alternative to keting and social media to help
traditional twin spindle locks Mila engage directly with cuswhich need a longer back plate tomers, suppliers, colleagues
for all types of operation. The and market influencers. She is
door lock incorporates a stan- also offering support to Mila
dard 92mm centre, which ac- customers who want expert adcommodates both long and short vice on using digital marketing
back plate handles and either a for themselves. Having won the
solid spindle to create a last two G-Awards for trade
lever/lever lock or a split spindle marketing, along with the 2016
to create a lever/pad lock. FIT Show award for best use of
"With three hooks, two steel anti- digital and social media, Mila
lift bolts and three rollers, the Ex- already has a successful online
calibur provides exceptional marketing presence.
levels of security and smooth operation. "The operation of the Picture: Charly Venn
14 | Doors & Hardware | The Installer

Picture: Try pulling this one
out – Excalibur
You Can Get It
If You Really Want
Window and door fabricators
can get tailored hardware packages to suit what you want from
them from door hardware distributor Sealco – so don’t be shy
about asking. Getting the right
hardware for the job often
means mixing and matching
from different manufacturers to
find a combination that ticks
every box – ease of installation,
performance and budget. Fabricators don’t often have the time
to research every available option, so there’s a real benefit to
working with a reliable, wellstocked distributor who has relationships with all major
manufacturers such as Yale,
UAP, Trojan, GU, AGB and Endurance. “We’ll find effective
answers to any issue, whether
customers want to save time on
installation, meet a particular
specification or improve longterm performance of windows
and doors,” says says Alan
Malcolm from Sealco. 
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Doors & Hardware

Phoenix –
Rising Once Again

Phoenix Doors, part of the
Masco UK Window Group,
has moved to new
premises in Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire. With its
entire door manufacturing
operations now under one
roof, Haydon Statham
outlines the company’s
plans for the coming year
Only a few weeks into 2017
and the pace is picking up as
both our composite door and
PVC-U door panel manufacturing operations get into
gear in our new 75,000sq ft
home.
Formerly occupied by Lola
Cars International, the racing car 

Hardware – It’s
Easy If You
Know How
Norscot Yells and Gets Yales
Timber and PVC-U window fabricator and installer wanted the
new, fully reversible Yale Revolution Hinge and Sealco was the
exclusive distributor. With longterm manufacturing relationships
with many local authorities,
Norscot has a big need for fully
reversible hinges, which are
ideal for multi-storey developments where safe access to the
outside of windows for cleaning
is vital. The Yale Revolution
Hinge brings versatility in installation thanks to its patented dual
function restrictor. This means
the hinge can be switched between anti-blowback and easy
close functions. That gives hous16 | Doors & Hardware | The Installer

ing associations, property developers or commercial owners the
ability to select their preferred
option at the point of installation
and to change it easily in the future without refitting the window. Norscot has successfully
trialled the hinge on timber windows for a local authority in

Scotland. “We’re really happy.
We’ve used fully reversible
hinges from Yale in the past and
this is a real advance in terms of
its convenience,” says Callum
Grant, of Norscot. “The movement of the hinge works like a
dream, with full rotation so it
can be easily cleaned from inside the building. The integral
locking makes it really secure
and switching between the two
functions is a simple matter of
removing or replacing the restrictor, which can be done in
seconds. “Rather than us needing separate supplies of antiblowback or easy close hinges,
we’ll only to order the hinge
size to suit the installation.” i
Picture: Suits you sire – get
what you want by asking
your fabricator to contact
Sealco
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Doors & Hardware
Phoenix –
Rising Once Again
 engineering company, our new

HQ enables us to further improve
our production efficiency and expand our customer offering.
The group’s support and investment in new plant and equipment
will help to take the business to
new levels of growth and – just as
importantly – to deliver the service our customers both expect
and deserve. The move over
Christmas took place, but not
without its challenges, so we ask
our customers to please bear with
us during this transition period.
Extra space has given us the opportunity to examine our manufacturing requirements and invest
in new machinery, including a
new beam saw. Doubling up all
the machinery has also provided
more flexible production capacity
with at least two machines, and
in some cases four machines, so
we can respond quickly to market
changes and seasonal upswings
in demand.
In response to the growing
trend for coloured doors, we

Trade Asks
for Ali

Senior Architectural Systems
is making itself at home in the
residential sector as more
and more trade customers
‘Ask for Ali’.
The company’s new Ali FOLD
aluminium door range is available in a range of styles, including folding sliding, single swing
and double swing options. Featuring slim sightlines to create
light and airy interiors, the high
performance aluminium doors
can safely accommodate maximum leaf sizes of up to 1000mm
by 2616mm and a weight of

18 | Doors & Hardware | The Installer

have added a second spray facility catering for any specified RAL
colour. This should help to reduce
lead times and increase colour
personalisation options across
our composite door ranges. An
added advantage of this investment is that it will allow us to
‘spray to stock’; further enhancing
what we can offer our customers
with faster lead times.
At Phoenix, much of our glass is
toughened in-house. Incorporating our glass toughening plant in
the same building brings this facility closer to where the doors
are manufactured and glazing
units installed in the finished
doors.
Attention is currently focussed
on completing our new showroom in preparation for a raft of
new product launches throughout
2017. We’re broadening our
whole product range with new
locks, fresh door styles and glass
designs throughout our County
Collection composite door and
Meridian double-rebated composite door ranges.
Allied to this will be the introduction of a new range of Heritagestyle hardware for both the

Meridian and County Collection
composite doors. New brochures
showcasing all these additional
design styles and glazing options
will be available for these ranges
in the first half of this year.
All these additional design
styles and glazing options for
both door ranges will be showcased in dedicated new
brochures available over the coming months. Visitors will also be
able to view the new products
and brochures on the Masco
UKWG stand at the FIT Show in
May.
This year we are also planning
to review the way we deliver. As
our move has brought us nine
miles closer to the A14, we hope
to factor in more deliveries per vehicle in our current 14-strong fleet
and improve efficiency. Rest assured we’ll be delivering in a different way by the end of the year
than we are at the moment.
We’re looking forward to the future with optimism. i

100kg. Available in a range of
colours and a choice of configurations and sizes, as well as offering design flexibility, the new
Ali FOLD doors also feature a
polyamide thermal break to give
thermal efficiency.
Mark Wadsworth of SAS

says:: “Although no stranger to
the retail market thanks, we are
happy that our new Ali FOLD
patio door range is helping to establish relationships with new
trade customers.” i

Picture on previous page:
Haydon Statham – Phoenix
Doors’ sales director outside
the new offices and factory

Picture Ali FOLD
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GIVE
INSURANCE
BACKING ON
ALL YOUR
WORK.

SAVE MONEY
& SPREAD
YOUR COSTS.

CALL US TODAY ON

CALL US TODAY ON

01292 292701
www.qanw.co.uk

01292 292095
www.certass.co.uk

QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services Limited, a company registered in Scotland, with the registered
address of 4 Forbes Drive, Heathfield Industrial Estate, Ayr, Scotland, KA8 9FG, and with the company number
SC205797. Warranty Services Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Firm
Reference Number 309580)

Certass Limited, PO Box 26332, Ayr, KA7 9BJ. Registered Address: First Floor, 14 Castle Street, Liverpool, L2
0NE. Registered in England & Wales, Company Reg No 4350234. Certass Limited is an Appointed
Representative of Guarantee Protection Insurance Limited, which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation
Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.

BI-FOLDING DOORS

WINDOWS

We fabricate from the three available systems from
Smarts which include the popular Visifold, the
Panoramic system and the commercial Visifold
Square, both of which eliminate the ﬂoating mullion.

Innovative designs and a comprehensive range
of windows suitable for the architectural,
commercial, public, new build and retail
markets are hallmarks of Nova Aluminium.

EN 14351-1:2006+A1:2010
Pedestrian doorsets
for escape
routes.

Scan here to view
our online brochure

DOORS

WINDOWS

SHOP FRONTS

CURTAIN WALLING

BI FOLDING DOORS

Visit the website to ﬁnd out more: www.nova-aluminium.com
Tel. 0117 955 6463
Fax. 0117 955 6472
Email. glazing@nova-aluminium.com
11 Lawfords Gate, St Judes, Bristol BS2 0DY
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GGF Health & Safety

What Drives
a Positive
Health & Safety
Culture?
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In the first of his articles this year, Phil
Pinnington Director of Health and Safety
at the GGF explores the subject of safety
culture and the way business can drive
change
In our litigious world we often assume that
the simplest solution to manage health and
safety is to allocate generous funding and
resources.
Obviously as a Health & Safety Professional it
would be folly for me to recommend this isn’t t he
case. However what is almost always missed is
the way of getting the workforce on side. There
are countless case studies where a change in approach has in turn improved the organisation’s
safety performance.
Any business looks towards the future. Companies often have five year strategies for growth
and a significant part of that planning requires
considering how to build from a solid base. Allocating money and resources effectively is
regarded as the way to get results. In the same
way a safety culture needs to be properly and
responsibly resourced and needs time to be 
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GGF Health & Safety

What Drives
a Positive
Health & Safety
Culture?
 embedded. For small companies

this may be daunting but often
starts from a conversation with
employees. Your employees are
an asset to your business – they
are the face to your customers.
For seasoned fitters they know
the pitfalls and risks in the job.

Ask your workforce
As the employer your challenge
is to use the skills knowledge and
experience of your employees to
help you decide what priorities
you should have for safety in the
current year. Is it training, new
PPE, better frails on your vehicles? These are simply examples
and employees can always be
relied on to throw in some issues
you hadn’t thought of.
As an employer you shouldn’t
consider this as a burden but an
opportunity to engage with your
employees. Challenge them to
consider what solutions could be
considered.

The Health and Safety at Work
Act section 7(a) explicitly places
a duty on employees to ‘abide
by the requirements imposed on
their employer and to co-operate
with him so far as is necessary to
enable that duty or requirement
to be performed or complied
with’. In short, employees have
a legal obligation to co-operate.
It has been proven time and time
again that co-operation forms a
solid base to a positive safety
culture. i
Picture on previous page:
GGF Director of Health and
Safety, Phil Pinnington

A safety culture needs to be properly and
responsibly resourced and needs time to
be embedded

For all your glazing needs
Tricklevents
olour
Packers
ridge & wedge
Packer for Professionals
ur trade counter
Corner protectors most sizes
System components many designs
Foiled components most foils

Tricklevent
For more information or to find your local trade counter
or stockist visit: glazpart.com/products or call
01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.
Wildmere Industrial Estate,Banbury,Oxon OX16 3JU
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A LANTERN REVOLUTION

FASTER, SLIMMER,
STRONGER...

quicker to fit

The Korniche Aluminium Roof
Lantern is delivered as a kit, all
parts securely wrapped and boxed
accompanied with an easy to follow,
step by step installation guide
to allow for a quick and efficient
fitting of the lantern roof. Precision
fabrication and manufacturing
processes means the Korniche
requires few tools and less time..

Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854

www.korniche.co.uk
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Know Your Bread and Butters
If you want to make some real bread keep an eye on Dorset
fabricator Bill Butters, which now makes Residence 7 and Residence 2, having started with Residence 9 when it was first
launched five years ago.
Bill Butters Purchasing Director Matt Kelly says: “R9 is the best looking window out there. It’s an opportunity for our customers to get into bigger, more affluent, and older properties. And it’s really easy to install on properties with old
timber windows because its 100mm frame depth fills the gap the old windows
leave. R9 is a great up-sell because there’s really nothing else like it.”
Bill Butters now makes all the systems in the Residence Collection, including
R2, the 100mm square edge system that’s a true aluminium alternative, and R7,
the 75mm flush sash window that looks outstanding in both traditional and contemporary homes.
Kelly adds: “R7 is R9’s little brother. Its 75mm frame depth makes it very easy
to replace standard 70mm windows without the mess. It’s an easy sell because
from the outside it has all the looks of R9, but inside homes it’s slim and sleek.
Homeowners get the best of both worlds” i residencecollection.co.uk

DW3 Products Group has launched a new
IQD (Innovation, Quality, and Design) Quality Mark to mark its brands’ commitment to
innovation, quality and design. DW3 brands
Solidor, Residor, Window Widgets, and Residence Collection will display the QualityMark
on their marketing communications.
DW3 CEO Gareth Mobley says: “People know us
for style, looks and choice, but DW3 makes the most
secure composite door and the most secure GRP composite door in Solidor and Residor. It includes the transformative systems company in Residence Collection, and the most popular maker of ancillaries in the market, Window Widgets.
“Increasingly, fabricators and installers are partnering with more than one DW3 brand so they can offer their customers innovation, quality, and outstanding design,” adds Gareth. “When the complete suite of brands are used together on one project,
the result is simply stunning. They’re transforming buildings around the country. DW3 fabricators and installers
are gathering an enthusiastic and committed band of followers and advocates – from installers and homeowners to planners,
private developers and architects. The Quality Mark means they can link brands in the group very easily. If it doesn’t have the
Quality Mark, it isn’t DW3. i dw3group.co.uk

A solid roof watertight in less than two hours is exactly
what installers get according to Icotherm Solid Roofs. The
pre-fabricated modular roof construction it quick and easy
to install. The clever pod system includes all insulation, and
is ready to fit together with items found in every installers
toolbox.
Icotherm’s Dave Jackson explains: “Many Icotherm roofs are replacing
aluminium conservatory roofs and butt up to a house wall. We know that
few house walls are perfectly square or true, so we have made a system
that is easy to adjust during the installation process.
“The lightweight roof can easily be retrofit in a day including removing
the old roof. Typically, the roof can be watertight in an hour or two or
even less. The quickest installation time we have recorded so
far is just 40 minutes. Icotherm Solid Roofs are also superb
for new build extensions.” i icotherm.co.uk
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Zero Tolerence for Fabricator
Rehau fabricator Euroglaze is aiming for zero items missing this month
as it completes the first phase of its new barcoded despatch system.
Customers ordering from Euroglaze can now be assured that all frames, ancillaries
and cut items in every order have been checked, packed, barcoded and labelled, and
that every step in that process has been recorded on camera so that any queries can
be resolved almost instantly.
Pete Weston, of trade counter outlet AAC Weston in Western Super Mare, which
has been a Euroglaze customer for several years, says that his business has already
benefited from the new system: “We’ve got complete reassurance now that every order
is complete. Obviously, this is helping us to give an even better service to our trade
customers and we’ve seen a 90% drop in call backs. Because every item in the delivery is so clearly labelled and all of the bags of ancillaries are heat sealed, things just
can’t get lost or muddled up. And, now that Euroglaze are videoing the whole packing process, any queries which do arise can be sorted straightaway.”
Euroglaze’s MD Martin Nettleton adds: “Every member of staff at Euroglaze is
trained to ensure that we get deliveries right first time, but this new system gives us a
failsafe and fool proof back up which goes beyond the individuals
who are working here. i euroglaze.co.uk

Two-year old fabricator The Window Outlet is now
offering faster lead times on several products in its aluminium range.
Windows, doors, bifolds and patio doors from Reynaers and
AluK are now available with five-day lead times unglazed and ten
days glazed. These include Reynaers CF68 bifold and CP130 lift
and slide patio doors, designed to provide stylish and practical
ways to bring the outside in and create expansive views and a
seamless transition to an outside space.
Also now on offer with shorter lead times are AluK’s 58BW windows and 58BD doors, high performance yet cost-effective solutions for residential or commercial properties, as well as the BSF70
bifold, which offers excellent, Secured by Design-accredited security without compromising on a premium and versatile design.
Sales Director Clive Uppington says: “After a fantastic 2016 where we managed to surpass £2m turnover in only our second year in business, we wanted to hit the ground running in 2017. Since day one, we’ve been going against the
grain for aluminium fabricators - offering quick turnarounds on quotes, superior online services and now, even
faster lead times.” i the-window-outlet.co.uk

A new price comparison site for homeowners, Comparemywindows.com is set to go live later in the Spring.
Chris Dickman explains: “We know that more than 70 percent of people start
their search for windows on the internet but they get very frustrated when they
can’t find prices. For most other products, it’s simple to get prices, and we
believe windows should be no different.
“That’s why we created Comparemywindows.com as a price comparison site
for homeowners. Like the way we use Comparethemarket.com and Trivago to
compare insurance and holidays, people looking for windows and doors can
get prices from installers in their area. Companies can promote themselves direct
to serious buyers on a website that will be ranked highly on Google
in their local area.
“Before Comparemywindows.com goes live, installers can pre-register to add their products, services and prices to the site. Combining details on local installers, advice and prices, we will make it a great experience
for homeowners. Comparemywindows.com will go live in April 2017.” i comparemywindows.com
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Homes for a Lifetime
Lifetime Homes is an initiative that endeavours to ensure that new build
properties are accessible for people throughout their lifetimes, from
youth to old age. To achieve the accreditation, handles on the windows
must be no-more than 1200mm above the floor level so disabled homeowners and wheelchair users can operate them with ease. On a casement window this may not be a problem, but achieving the same on a
sash window has traditionally been trickier, largely due to its classic vertical-sliding design.
Roseview has come up with a series of creative solutions that allow its windows to comply fully with Lifetime Homes requirements – including magnetic catches fitted to the foot
of the bottom sash that allow users to unlock the window without having to use a key.
Marketing manager Mike Bygrave remarks: “Property developers, housing associations and other organisations are increasingly seeking to specify Lifetime Homes windows for major projects. So there’s an obvious business case for fabricators to start producing Lifetime Homes-compliant windows, and for installers to start offering them.
“Lifetime Homes adds another string to our bow and will help our trade and
commercial customers that need this accreditation.” i roseview.co.uk
Cloudy2Clear replaces the glass in failed double-glazed
units in PVCU, timber and aluminium frames, for a costeffective alternative to a full window replacement for
homeowners. Sealco’s Endurance range of glazing
packers and glazing putty replacement has been
recommended to all 49 franchised branches as the best
product to use for Cloudy2Clear replacements.
Kirk Williams, Operations Support Manager at Cloudy2Clear
explains: “I visited Sealco’s stand at FIT Show 2016 and was
impressed by their comprehensive range of window and door
hardware. In particular, the Endurance packers and putty
replacement are ideal for use in our failed glass unit replacement
process.
“The products are perfect for replacing glass units. Backed by
Sealco’s support and expertise, this makes them a great choice for
our dealers across the UK.”
This recommendation cements Sealco’s place as the hardware
experts for the whole glazing industry. i sealco-scotland.co.uk

Swansea based AB Glass has won a £500,000 contract with Kier Group to complete works at a new
further education college in Bodmin, Cornwall.
AB Glass will install AA100 curtain wall screens, AA540
windows and AA190 doors, and circular pivot windows at the
new Callywith College which consists of three buildings and is
scheduled to open in September 2017.
MD Alan Brayley says: “Being awarded this contract by Kier
Group has been a great start to 2017 for AB Glass. Part of our
business plan is to continue with expansion into the south west,
so this project is proof that we are succeeding in this area.
“We look forward to continuing our work with Kier Group through each phase of the Callywith College project and seeing
the new campus really taking shape, ready for students to enjoy in September.”
The education sector is a rapidly growing area of business for AB Glass. The company has been contracted to complete
many education based projects over recent years, including: Ysgol Bae Baglan, Neath Port Talbot; Penyrheol School,
Swansea; Ynysboeth Community Primary, Mountain Ash; UWIC Hub, Cardiff; Birdwell School, Long Ashton, Bristol; Fusion 1,
Bournemouth University; and Brougham Hayes Student Accommodation, Bath. i abforglass.co.uk
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Top agency
design but not
the cost

Creative
website design
from £400

We supply cost effective
solutions, for both large
organisations and smaller
enterprises, whether
consumer based or
business to business.
In partnership with
our clients we deliver
successful solutions,
working on an individual
project basis or as a
regular support service.
Whether you are
looking to launch a new
website, revamp an
existing site, manage
your website content,
start selling on the
internet or are looking
at email marketing.
We are here to help.
With over 30 years
experience supplying
design and advertising
solutions for the web
and print, we are ideally
suited to provide you
with the competitive
edge. To be a winner in
your marketplace.

For more
information telephone

0 77 8 4 2 68 6 8 5

or cotact us by email at
info@stevebryant.co.uk
www.stevebryant.co.uk

QUALITY ASSURED NATIONAL WARRANTIES (QANW)
A KINNELL GROUP COMPANY

CALL US TODAY ON

01292 292701
www.qanw.co.uk
QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services Ltd. Warranty Services Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Warranty
Services Ltd is a member of Kinnell Group of Companies. Warranty Services Ltd uses a UK based insurer which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation
Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services
Limited, a company registered in Scotland, with the registered address of 4 Forbes Drive, Heathfield Industrial Estate, Ayr, Scotland, KA8 9FG, and with the
company number SC205797. Warranty Services Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Firm Reference Number 309580).
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Blink – Try Not To Miss It
ODL Europe is preparing for its biggest ever presence at this
May’s FIT Show as the company looks to showcase the results
of its recent investment in plant and facilities at its Bootle
Factory, and the recent expansion into supplying a whole door
solution under their Aperture Solutions brand.
The company will be showing off its new blind product brand, Blink. This
stylish enclosed blind system is revolutionising how doors are conﬁgured and
is suitable for many applications, from conservatories, composites, French, bifold and sliding patio doors, and can be ﬁtted at point of fabrication or
installation.
There will be a section of the ODL stand with demonstration units showing
working blind assemblies and displaying the wide colour ranges that offer
further customisation to home-owner tastes. The Blink range offers Fabricators
and installers the opportunity to add further value to their customers and drive
increased proﬁt through up-selling to an in-demand solution.
Also at the show, the Aperture Solution’s brand will be displaying the whole
composite door solution. Aperture Solutions is a new brand for ODL and will
be the spearhead for the sales of their composite door products. i

s,

Following Roof Maker's acquisition by Next
Wave Partners LLP late last year, the ﬁrm is
making a landmark ﬁrst appearance at May’s
FIT Show.
Roof Maker’s stand will seek to show both the breadth
and quality of its product portfolio, as Chief Design Ofﬁcer
and company founder Scott Nicholas explains: “At Roof
Maker, we’ve always striven to challenge the idea that all
rooﬂight products are the same. For over a decade, we’ve
dedicated ourselves to constant R and D, with the aim of
producing the best solutions in their class. We all know that
consumers are more discerning and demanding than ever.
Today, they want it all – stunning aesthetics, exceptional
performance and maximal user-friendliness. At Roof Maker,
we help installers grow their businesses by making
the sort of products these aspirational high-end homeowners
want to buy.” i

Installers looking for expert advice on a
massive range of windows, doors and more,
should visit Stevenswood on Stand E1 in Hall 6,
at FIT Show 2017.
CEO Ron Hepburn explains: “Our recent acquisition of
the Polyframe Trade Centre network has brought the
Stevenswood service from Scotland, to cover the whole of
the UK, so the timing is perfect for the 2017 exhibition.
“We know that most installation companies want to
offer a wide range of products and they need the
convenience of dealing with a local trade counter
supplier that understands their business. Our trade centre experts have detailed product and technical knowledge to give
customers the best advice. That’s why we are bringing so many Local Trade Centre managers to meet visitors at the show.
“We’re really looking forward to introducing more UK installers to the Stevenswood service. An exhibition like FIT Show is a
great opportunity for them to get to know the team behind Stevenswood. “That’s not the only reason we’re exhibiting at FIT Show.
We’re keen to expand the network of Local Trade Centres to bring the Stevenswood service closer to even more installers.” i
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Public Not Trumped by Brexit
A recent survey has shown that Donald Trump’s surprise election and
the UK voting to leave the EU has not yet completely dampened the
general public’s willingness to spend on home improvements.
Leads2trade asked 100 consumers several questions about their plans to spend on
home improvements in 2017 and more than half (55%) of them said they are
preparing to spend more money improving their home.
The research team talk to hundreds of homeowners daily, who have enquired about
home improvement products via one of Leads2trade’s 800 websites that capture these
enquiries, double qualify them and then pass them on to their members.
The full results showed that 55% of consumers said they were ‘very’ likely to spend
on home improvements in 2017.
MD Andy Royle (pictured), comments: “Our comprehensive report gives the industry
a good indicator of what consumers are thinking. We’re talking to them daily so it
makes sense to try and gauge their opinion every quarter.
“The fact that over half of those polled said they are looking to spend more money on home improvements is good news for our
members. It was also encouraging to see that despite 2016 being a turbulent year consumer conﬁdence is stabilising and Brexit
is viewed as an opportunity, rather than a hindrance.” i

Timber and PVCU window and doors fabricator Dempsey
Dyer is turning 40 this year. The business began life as a
Yorkshire joinery, producing timber doors and windows
for local installers, founded by brothers Tom and Bob
Dyer.
MD Peter Dyer, son of co-founder Tom, expalins: “We’re extremely
proud of our history as a long-standing, family-run business at a time
when that’s becoming increasingly rare. We combine traditional
values with innovative, modern manufacturing – a commitment to
quality, durability, and forging strong partnerships with our valued
customers with environmental responsibility.”
“Going forward, our focus will be the same as its always been – on
producing the best, highest quality products we possibly can, offering
our customers the widest choice we possibly can, and providing
doing our utmost to help installers win more business and grow.” i

Schueco UK is seeking entries for the 2017 Schueco
Excellence Awards for Design and Innovation which
celebrates the very best in building design in Great
Britain and Eire.
The only stipulation for entry is that a project should utilise at least
one Schueco system and involve a Schueco UK Partner specialist
contractor.
In addition to creativity and design innovation in the use of Schueco
systems, the judges will be looking for evidence of a close and fruitful
collaboration between the architect, specialist contractor and
Schueco UK.
The names of the judges for the 2017 competition will be
announced shortly, but the panel will be made up of leading British
architects augmented by two specialists in façade technology.
The 2017 Awards will be presented at a prestigious luncheon to be
held for a second year at the iconic Leadenhall Building in London on
22nd June. Every company that submits an entry will be invited to
attend.This year the on-line entry form on the RIBA Journal website has
been streamlined to make submissions easier. Entries can now be
submitted: the closing date is 10th April. i
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60,000 Sales leads. Customer CRM. Email Marketing.
2009

We revolutionised the
industry with realtime, online market
intelligence.

2017

2012

We did it again with
Salestracker 3.0, featuring a
fully integrated CRM, credit
profiling, Google Maps and
document storage.

Now we’ve done it again,
Introducing STEM, the powerful
new email marketing system
designed and built for
Salestracker™.

Salestracker puts 15,000 fabricators and installers at your fingertips, as well as architects, construction firms
and over 27,000 local builders/home improvement companies.
And now thanks to STEM, our built-in email marketing platform, you can contact them all within seconds.
Prospect data, CRM, and email marketing all in one place.

Find out more – call 01934 808 293 for your free demo.

insightdata
business is better with insight

502 Worle Park Way
Weston-super-Mare,
BS22 6WA

E: hello@insightdata.co.uk
@insightdata
www.insightdata.co.uk

WE MEAN BUSINESS

Purplex is at the cutting edge of lead generation, marketing technology and brand development. We help the
industry’s best fabricators, installers and component suppliers dominate their market.
With offices in London, Bristol and a super new HQ, Purplex now has 10,000 sq ft facilities
and we’re expanding to 100 brilliantly talented marketing experts.

Lets make 2017 your best year ever – call Purplex on 01934 808 132.
LONDON OFFICE - T: 020 3137 9319 | BRISTOL OFFICE - T: 01934 808 132
E: grow@purplexmarketing.com
/Purplexmarketing

@Purplexuk

/Purplexmarketing

www.purplexmarketing.com
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Certass & TRR Column

Complaints –
Always There to
Help with Disbute
Resoloution
Every company at some time
will get a complaint from a
consumer, some are justified
some are not. It is said that
the true picture of how
good a company is can be
measured by how well they
deal with their consumers
when it all goes wrong!
So, what is a complaint?
Simply put, it is a statement or
record of dissatisfaction. As you
can see from this statement this
can be very subjective because
what is unsatisfactory to one person may not be to another.
When complaints eventually get
referred to us at Certass, it’s
usually because communication
has broken down between the
contractor and their customer.
After all, our contractors know
their job and if there is a complaint they will be aware of it
and often have taken every
measure to resolve the matter. It
is rare to find the contractor
wholly at fault, so when we at
Certass do find that there are
matters to be addressed, it is al-

Consumer complaints
can be the bane of every
contractor’s life. As a
Certass member, you are
offered a low-cost alternative to court proceedings to
manage your complaints
with the Alternative Dispute
Resolution service

most unheard of for the contractor not to be willing to work with
us to remedy the situation to
completion. All Certass contractors with an active membership
must fully engage in our complaints process to find a resolution for the homeowner.
What happens if I cannot
resolve
my
customer’s
complaint?
We know how much time and
energy complaints consume that
would be best spent on growing
your business, we can help you.
As a Certass member we can

offer you a low-cost alternative
to court proceedings to manage
your complaints with our own
Alternative Dispute Resolution
(ADR) service.
Some of you will be aware that
pursuing a case through the
courts can often be drawn out
and costly so having a process
where an independent and impartial third party considers the
evidence to the dispute and
makes a decision which can be
very beneficial to both you and
your customer. All you have to
do is prepare a case file and our
mediator will do the rest. Our
mediator has a success rate of
over 90%. So, as you can see in
the vast majority of cases we
can help you resolve your complaints without court action, the
associated bad publicity, time
and cost to your business.
How much will it cost me
for first use of the Certass ADR
mediation service?
The good news for all Certass
members is that you are
eligible for 1 FREE mediation per 
If you need any
further information,
call t. 01292 292099
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There to Help with
Disbute Resoloution
 membership year where your

contract value exceeds £100.
In the unlikely event, you have
more than one complaint per
year requiring our mediation
service, the fee per complaint
will be £50 plus VAT. Where
you and your customer agree
on a resolution, the mediator
will prepare an agreement
which is legally binding on
both parties.

How much will it cost the
consumer to use the
Certass ADR mediation
service?
We charge the consumer a
nominal fee of £35 including
VAT for contract values exceeding £100 where the complaint
does not include a breach of
the Building Regulations. We
believe this ensures the consumer is fully engaged in the
ADR process.

Don’t worry, all is not lost If
a suitable resolution cannot
be found for both you and
your customer within the
allotted time, we can then offer
our Med/Arb (Mediation/
Arbitration) option where you
and your customer agree to the
decision of an independent
arbitrator which is legally binding on both parties.
How much will it cost me
to use The Certass ADR
mediation service?
The fee charged to use this
service is the same for you and
your customer which is £199
including VAT per party. We
will of course carry out a full
technical report on the installation within the fee which is
made
available
to
the
Arbitrator to aid in the
decision making process. i
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But what if me and my
customer still don’t agree
on how to settle the
dispute?
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Picture: If your customer
is still angry, there is
the option to accept
the decision of an
independent arbitrator

Opinions expressed in TheInstaller are
those of the contributors and do not
represent editorial policy. The publisher
charges for the use of editorial pictures.
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Tel: 07814 209789

Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lock Accessories
● Transom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
Colour Applicators

Adhesive Tapes

Access Systems

For all your access control
and door hardware
solutions

Page 1

We have the largest range of
industrial tapes for the glass &
glazing industry
● Security glazing foam tapes ● Mirror safety backing films
● Trim mounted tapes ● Glass transporting pads
● Foam glazing tapes ● High bonding acrylic foams
● Emergency repair films for broken glass

●

T: 01206 871999

F: 01206 871 998

E: sales@adhere.co.uk www: adhere.co.uk

Aluminium Lanterns

01202 676262
info@alpro.co.uk
w w w. a l p ro . c o . u k

To fill this
space
Call
Mehreen
Haroon
07814
209789
mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

THE
FASTEST
LANTERN
TO FIT

ALUMINIUM
AL
UMINIUM R
ROOF
OOF LANTE
LANTERN
RN
No V
Visible
isible Fixings

For beautiful colours guaranteed
to last insist on using

KOLORBOND

Slim Unbr
oken Sight Lines
Unbroken

on your
PVCu Profile

Broken
Fully Thermally Br
oken
Glass
Lock
All in one Glas
sL
ock
Retainer
&R
etainer
Up to
to 6m x 4m

Tel: 0121 3268020
Fax: 0121 3271507
www.kolorbond.co.uk
email: enquiries@kolorbond.co.uk

Tel: 01642
Tel:
016
610799
Fax: 01642 615854
Fax:

www.korniche.co.uk
www
.korniche.co.uk

Aluminium Systems

Shaped Aluminium Windows & Louvres
*Circular *Radial Cornered *Arched *Elliptical
*Gothic *Rectangular *Trapezoidal *Curved-on-Plan

also Aluminium & Stainless Fabrications ‘Trade Suppliers’
by Midland Alloy Ltd., Stafford Park 17,Telford,TF3 3DG
Tel: 01952 290961 www.radialwindows.com Fax: 01952 290441

Baypole Jacks
You can buy jacking kits from as
littlee as £5.50
£5.00 eac
each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

Bi-folding Doors
Is your supplier letting you down ?
from only
from
only

£365
36
365
£350
per leaf
pe

per leaf

Lowest price anywhere

Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

Aluminium Bi-Fold Doors

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

£

GET A PRICE
COMPARISON
TODAY

Aluminium

Visofold
Tel: 01642 610798
Fax: 01642 671026

www.madefortrade.co
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www.profinder.eu

Tel: 07814 209789 Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
Conservatory Roofs
Fixing Brackets

Is your supplier letting you down ?

Gaskets

WE WILL
BEAT ANY*
PRICE
Lowest price anywhere

Conservatory Roofs

£

Manufacturer of Gaskets for all Aluminium and
PVCu Windows, Doors, Shopfronts, Curtain Wall
and Roofing Applications.
•

GET A PRICE
COMPARISON
TODAY

Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854

www.madefortrade.co

* Offer is based on a like for like comparison

Doors & Roofing

Pilkington Activ Compatable, no shrinkage,
supplied in Buckets.
•
Carry large stocks of Woolpile, Pressure
Platesand Security Tapes.
•
Nationwide delivery within 48 hours.

CENTRAL EXTRUSIONS LTD
01384 413222 - 01384 413004
www.centralextrusions.co.uk
enquiries@centralextrusions.co.uk
Unit 7 Charlton Drive, Cradley Heath, West Midlands, B64 7BJ

To fill this space
Call Mehreen Haroon

07814 209789

mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Flyscreens

Profile Bending
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Tel: 07814 209789

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
Recycling

Profile Bending

THE
YARD
RECYCLING CENTRE

To fill this
space

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

Call
Mehreen
Haroon

■ PVCU profile bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

PVC-U Glass Handling & Equipment

07814
209789
mehreen.haro
on@profinder.
eu

Racking Systems

MISMEASURED WINDOWS &
DOORS MUST BE GLAZED
BOUGHT FOR CASH

01895 239 607
07860 812 675

www.theyardrc.co.uk

To fill this space
Call Mehreen Haroon 07814
209789
mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Vertical Sliders
Reach 7000+
installers In

The Installer
Call Mehreen
Haroon 07814
209789

Veranda Systems

Window openers
“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

